Workday Implementation Services
Empathy | Responsibility | Passion | Agility

From project management and testing to training and go-live support, ERPA's
expert Workday implementation consultants are ready to partner with your
organization to deploy new Workday modules or evolve your existing production
environment with additional functionality or worker populations.
Through proven methodologies and years of industry experience, ERPA turns
complex challenges into manageable solutions. Let us do the heavy lifting while
simultaneously guiding you every step of the way.

Phase X Deployments
Ready to evolve your initial Workday deployment with new modules or
functionality? With milestones and consultant experience equivalent to
that of a full initial deployment, ERPA helps to connect your live
environment with the new features you need to take your organization

THE ERPA EXPERIENCE
A relationship with ERPA makes
Workday easy. Tailored services,
named resources, and warrantied work
ensure your ERPA experience is a
successful one.

Build trust with named resources solely
focused on AMS. We spend the time
learning your Workday environment
inside and out.

to the next level. Phase X Deployments include tailored dashboards
designed to increase visibility for executive reporting, workflow
management, and employee engagement.

Mergers & Acquisitions

Service warranties pledge that we do
things right the first time.

Data integration is the key to success in mergers & acquisitions; ERPA
supports all acquisition directions (horizontal, vertical, or concentric) and
provides tools to ensure success with particular attention paid to Data
Evaluation; Historical Data; Specific Employee Populations; Conversion
Strategy; Regulatory Analysis; Security; and Integrations.

Divestitures

Our certified consultants have an
average of 6 years' direct Workday
experience, which enables tailored
solutions and more successful business
outcomes.

ERPA has developed specific delivery methodology to support the
complexities of divestiture initiatives with a focus on evaluating current
operations and technologies to provide a custom solution, not simply a
“Clone & Go” approach.

Our unique "Try and Buy" program
offers shorter initial contract terms
and regular check-ins to assure
complete satisfaction before a
bigger commitment.

Founded in 1999, ERPA is a leader in enterprise application managed services, cloud hosting, and consulting
services.
As a Workday AMS Partner, ERPA provides ongoing functional, technical, and administrative support to
customers in production with Workday Financial Management and Workday Human Capital Management
(HCM), providing clients with real-time operational visibility along with the speed and agility to adapt to
business growth and change.
ERPA's services and solutions are delivered by a team who embodies our guiding principles of Empathy,
Responsibility, Passion, and Agility. Learn more at erpa.com.

